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Introduction

RNA forms bonds with itself and partially deter-
mines how the RNA functions. We investigate some
models for this RNA secondary structure using a
mathematical object called a matching. Some bonds
are more likely than others based on how close two
molecules are and which bonds are thermodynami-
cally minimal. A number of different models have
been created to approximate which matchings are
likely to appear in RNA and which aren’t. One
family of models, called the largest hairpin family,
allows unlimited stem-loops but restricts the num-
ber of pseudoknots in the RNA secondary structure.
We investigate the intersection of all largest hairpin
family matchings.

Definitions
•RNA - A single stranded molecule made up of
the nucleotides Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine,
and Uracil.

•Backbone - The bonds that preserve the
ordering of the nucleotides in the RNA.

•Matching - A linear representation of RNA
where each nucleotide corresponds to a vertex
and the non-backbone bonds between
nucleotides correspond to edges.

•Ladder- Edges which can be drawn as a nested
sequence above the backbone.

•Hairpin - A pair of edges in a matching that
cross.

Figure 1: The edges on the left represent ladders, and the
edges on the right represent a hairpin.

Figure 2: An RNA motif and the associated matching.

L&P Family of Matchings

The L&P family of matchings can be constructed
by any number of the following operations beginning
with a single edge or a hairpin:

• Inflate an edge of an L&P family of matching by
a ladder and

• insert a non-crossing matching into an L&P
matching.

Figure 3: Example of an L&P family matching

C&C Family of Matchings

The C&C family can be constructed by the following
process, starting from a single edge or a hairpin:
• Insert a C&C matching in the spaces shown
below, and then

• inflate the original one or two edges of the C&C
matching by ladders.

Figure 4: Allowed places for insertion of a C&C matching

L&P and C&C

We were interested in finding a way to count the
number of matchings that are both L&P and C&C.
In the Venn diagram below, we were focused on clas-
sifying the shaded region, which we refer to as the
intersection of L&P and C&C matchings.

Largest Hairpin Family

L&P C&C

Largest Hairpin Family
We found a formula which counts the intersection
of L&P and C&C matchings, shown below in the
important result box.

Mathematical Section

L&P and C&C matchings are both part of a larger
family, known as the Largest Hairpin Family. Find-
ing a way to count the number of matchings that are
L&P and C&C finds the intersection of all match-
ings in the Largest Hairpin Families.

Figure 5: 5 Largest Hairpin Families

Important Result
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This equation generates the sequence: 1, 1, 3, 11, 39, 134, 456, 1557, 5364, 18674, 65680
for the terms n = 0, . . . , 10

Conclusions and Future Research

Although we have now enumerated those matchings
which are simultaneously L&P and C&C, we are
still looking for an independent characterization of
these matchings and its inductive construction pro-
cess. We also plan to investigate the growth rates of
the intersection of L&P and C&C matchings. We
have found a hypergeometric expression of the for-
mula in our important result and plan to use this to
deduce how fast the class grows.
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